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Abstract

Maternal-newborn bonding is the complex process of attachment between a mother and newborn. The authors used the Walker and Avant methodology to conduct a concept analysis regarding maternal-newborn bonding as it relates to advanced practice nurse (APN), the patient, and health care. The attributes of maternal-newborn bonding include affection, association, attachment, and relationship. The consequences of maternal-newborn bonding include love, trust, protection, and maternal-child relationship. The APN must be able to recognize and understand the importance of maternal-newborn bonding to have an optimal outcome for the patient. A model case, borderline case, and contrary case were discussed to provide an example of the maternal-newborn bonding concept. Discussion regarding empirical referents is also included.

Description of Concept

Maternal-newborn bonding is a concept used throughout the obstetrical and pediatric fields, but not widely known amongst all clinicians. The connection made after birth directly affects both the mother and newborn physiologically, psychologically and emotionally. A strong bond formed between a mother and infant leads to positive outcomes and impacts the maternal child relationship through the lifespan. “The parent-infant bond provides a foundation for future adaptation, relationships, and mental health for children and adults” (p. 246) [1]. Difficulty forming a bond could lead to detrimental problems for the mother, child, society and the healthcare system.

The maternal-newborn bond directly influences the healthcare system in a variety of ways. The initial bond that occurs between the mother and child after delivery can play a fundamental role in many physiological and psychological aspects. Physiological or psychological instability could potentially lead to a prolonged length of stay, a higher level of care and increased medical costs. A positive bond leads to a positive home life and good health. Good health could be directly related the mother providing basic needs and medical care for the child. As a result, the children have improved health, a decreased number of medical visits and decreased medical care costs throughout the lifespan. Inversely, a study described a situation of impaired maternal-newborn attachment, a bonding disorder can occur [2]. The impaired bond could lead to a decline in basic needs of the child being met and decrease in necessary medical care needed for healthy growth and development.

The concept of maternal-newborn bonding also directly influences advanced practice nurses (APN). Understanding the concept can give the APN an inside view of the relationship that the mother and child have whether positive or negative. A positive maternal-newborn bond detected by the APN provides assurance that needs of the newborn are being met. The APN plays a vital role in the detection of an impaired connection between mother and child and is responsible for determining the appropriate care path to improve the bond.

As nurses that work in the maternal, newborn, and pediatric fields, maternal-newborn bonding is a concept frequently used. In practice, we have found that bonding plays a significant role in positive maternal and newborn outcome; whether in the immediate post-delivery phase or years down the road. The analysis of the concept maternal-newborn bonding was performed to further explain the importance of a strong familial bond on the health and development of a child and mother. As future APNs in the maternal and pediatric specialties, we hope to use the information in our practice to create a better family dynamic and truly improve society.

Aims and Purpose

Walker and Avant [3] stated “this second step helps focus attention on exactly what use you intend to make of the results of your effort” (p.161). The concept of maternal-newborn bonding had been extensively studied and discussed throughout the years. The aims and purpose of the concept analysis are to define the concept maternal-newborn bonding and present the findings of the extensive research completed.

Theory Relates to Practice

Walker and Avant [3] stated, “The purpose of science is to develop knowledge. That knowledge is often summarized or synthesized into a theory. Theories guide both research and practice” (p.40). Consequently, every medical discipline has tried to define and correlate theory to patient care. In the case of nursing, the concept of maternal-newborn bonding is both challenging and rewarding.

Maternal-newborn bonding is a complex phenomenon that occurs during a very significant time for the mother and her infant [4]. The bond is a vital process, which begins in early infancy and continues over the years. The importance of maternal-newborn bonding should be emphasized to all mothers when a pregnancy is planned. Due to the importance of the maternal-newborn bond, the APN and other disciplines need to be able to recognize when an intervention is necessary to achieve and improve the bonding process. To help facilitate the maternal-newborn bond, the APN and staff nurses can encourage skin-to-skin, breastfeeding, eye contact, encouraging contact between mother and newborn, and promoting a positive environment.
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Defining the Concept

The exact concept of maternal-newborn bonding, could not be directly found through research and literature review; however, the associated term bonding could be used to develop the concept under analysis and provide the most accurate definition. The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defined bonding as “the formation of a close relationship (as between a mother and child or between a person and an animal) especially through frequent or constant association; the attaching of a material (as porcelain) to a tooth surface especially for cosmetic purposes” [5]. The MacMillan Dictionary further added to the definition and described bonding as “the development of a special close relationship between people; in chemistry, the process by which atoms join together” [6]. Small Business Encyclopedia described another definition of bonding within the business fields “a guarantee of performance required, either by law or consumer demand, for many businesses, most typically general contractors, temporary personnel agencies, janitorial companies and businesses with government contracts” [7]. Finally, Dictionary.com defined bonding as “a strong feeling of being emotionally close to someone or something” [15]. According to Diane Benoit [16], defined bonding as “the formation of a special close relationship between people, ‘it is the strongest relationship bond and can influence other social bonds’” [10].

The definitions of bonding were broad and encompassed many different disciplines including chemistry, dentistry, sociology, biology, and business.

When viewing the concept from a nursing perspective, definitions are more specific and involve the connection between a mother and child. In a study conducted to determine effects of depression on maternal-newborn attachment, Ohoka et al. [2] described bonding as “the process of developing a relationship and attachment between mother and newborn child” (p. 631). Swain et al. [9] used the term parenting to describe the connection between mother and child. In the study to determine the biological factors that occur during attachment, parenting was explained as “meeting the primal evolutionary needs for survival and continuation of our species, parenting involves interrelated biological, psychological, and behavioral caregiving mechanisms that contribute critically to the first environment the child experiences as a new family member” (p. 79) [9]. Additionally, Numan and Young [10] performed a study related to neural mechanisms and the effects on maternal-infant bonding. Numan and Young [10] described a more specific connection between a mother and child being “the mother-infant bond, therefore, is the most common enduring social bond in mammals” (p. 99). The research also explained that the mother-infant connection is the strongest relationship bond and can influence other social bonds [10].

For the purpose of this concept analysis, the focus was on the definitions of bonding directly related to the connection between a mother and child. The definition of the concept maternal-newborn bonding, as it relates to advanced practice nursing, includes the accumulation of all the related definitions and can further describe the connection that occurs between a mother and newborn the first time meeting and in the future.

Attributes

After thoroughly examining the research, many attributes were found to define maternal-newborn bonding. According to Walker and Avant [3] “defining the attributes of the concept is the heart of concept analysis” (p. 162). The key attributes identified are affection, association, attachment, and relationship.

According to Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, the definition of affection is “a feeling of liking and caring for someone or something, feelings of love, a moderate feeling or emotion, a tender attachment” [11]. Affection between the mother and the newborn is an important characteristic in the process of bonding because it displays the emotions between the mother and newborn.

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary's definition of association was “a connection between people or a feeling or memory connected to that person” [12]. Oxford Dictionary stated the origin of the term association comes from mid 16th century from Medieval Latin Association: "to unite, ally" [13]. The association between the mother and newborn must occur for the bonding to transpire. The mother and child must “unite” together and form a bond.

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defined the term relationship as “the way in which two or more people behave toward each other and the way in which two or more people are connected” [14]. A more thorough definition is “the relation connecting or binding participants in a relationship; kinship, a specific instance or type of kinship; a state of affairs existing between those having relations or dealings” [14]. The mother and newborn become connected in an intimate relationship in the first hours of the infant’s life.

Finally, the most important attribute, attachment, is defined in the Cambridge Dictionary as “a strong feeling of being emotionally close to someone or something” [15]. According to Diane Benoit [16] “attachment is one specific aspect of the relationship between a child and a parent with its purpose being to make a child safe, secure and protected” (p. 541).

Antecedents and Consequences

“Antecedents are those events or incidents that must occur or be in place prior to the occurrence of the concept” (p.167) [3]. Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary defined antecedent as “something that came from else and may have influenced or caused it” [17]. Both antecedents and consequences are helpful in refining the attributes further [3]. Cambridge English Dictionary defined antecedent as “something existing or happening before, especially as the cause of an event or situation” [18]. Antecedents relevant to maternal-newborn bonding are birth, two people, touch, breastfeeding, eye contact, and vocal tone.

A crucial antecedent to maternal-newborn bonding is the actual birth of the newborn in which two people are present. According to the definition of bonding from the MacMillan Dictionary, “the development of a special close relationship between people,” it is essential for more than one person to be present for bonding to occur [6].

Another important antecedent is touch. Touch includes skin-to-skin contact such as the unclothed newborn lying on mother’s bare chest or the mother stroking the newborn’s hairs, kissing the cheek.
or head, holding hands, etc. Skin-to-skin contact is also known as kangaroo care. Conde-Agudelo and Diaz-Rossello [19] revealed growing evidence that indicated kangaroo care could cause an increase in maternal-infant attachment. The term attachment is an attribute of bonding and sometimes used interchangeably. Phillips [20] stated, “hormones known to influence attachment behaviors are increased by skin-to-skin contact” (p. 68). Phillips [20] focused on the first hour after birth, which was referred to as “the sacred hour” (p. 67). Particular emphasis was on the hormone oxytocin, which was shown to “increase relaxation, attraction, facial recognition, and maternal care-giving behaviors” (p. 68) [20]. All of these are supportive in the bonding process.

Breast feeding is a very intimate and private act between a mother and a newborn. Breastfeeding is an antecedent because of the closeness and connection. Breast feeding significantly enhances the opportunity of a bond forming between the mother and infant. Zetterstrom [21] stated that infant sucking stimulates the “release of maternal oxytocin, which causes milk ejection and promotes the development of maternal behaviour and mother–infant bonding” (p. 5).

Eye contact between mother and newborn is an antecedent of maternal-newborn bonding. As discussed in an article by Kenneth S. Robson, eye contact played a key role in the emotions of the mother during the postpartum period:

One aspect of a longitudinal study in which the author is participating involves rather extensive post-natal interviews with fifty-four primiparous mothers. Most of these women describe some initial feelings of “strangeness”, “distance” and unfamiliarity towards their offspring, which persist for at least the first few weeks of life. When one inquires as to when the mother first felt love, when she ceased feeling “strange” with her child and when he “became a person” to her, the answers to these questions frequently involves the baby’s “looking”, as if recognizing objects in the environment. A small number specifically articulate that eye-to-eye contact releases strong positive feelings. These feelings have something to do with “being recognized” in a highly personal and intimate way (p. 16). [22].

Maternal-newborn bonding would be encouraged when the mother speaks to the infant in a soft, soothing tone. DeCasper and Fifer [23] described that a newborn could discriminate between different recorded female voices and showed a preference for his or her mother’s voice. A preference for the mother’s voice would certainly heighten the bonding development.

Consequences of the concept maternal-newborn bonding are the “events or incidents that occur as a result of the occurrence of the concept” (p. 167) [3]. The consequences identified for the concept of maternal-newborn bonding are security and protection, love, trusting relationship and prolonged breastfeeding. When the newborn has bonded with the mother, the newborn develops a sense of security and protection. A trusting relationship has formed. The newborn now relies completely on the mother to fill all of the basic needs.

Prolonged breastfeeding is a consequence of the maternal-newborn bond. According to Cernadas, Noceda, Barrera, Martinez, and Gard [24] mothers “with very good bonding, the duration of exclusive breastfeeding was significantly longer than the mothers with good bonding” (p. 141). Another consequence of the concept maternal-newborn bonding is love. The mother and infant have formed a bond and now share unconditional love between the two of them.

Model Case

Walker and Avant [3] stated, “A model case is an example of the use of the concept that demonstrates all the defining attributes to the concept” (p.163). Mrs. P is a 35-year-old pregnant woman, who married her high school sweetheart ten years ago. The happy couple is excited to finally be expecting their first child after trying for quite some time. Mrs. P arrives at the hospital for a scheduled induction. Once the patient was settled, she and her husband began to talk about how they can’t wait to see the baby, and they wonder who she will resemble. Mrs. P labor progressed quickly, and soon she delivered a healthy baby girl. The nurse placed the baby on Mrs. P for skin-to-skin contact. Mrs. P smiled and kissed the baby on the cheek when positioning the baby on her chest. During skin-to-skin contact, the nurse assisted Mrs. P with breastfeeding. The baby began to fuss while attempting to breastfeeding. Mrs. P talked softly to the baby in attempts to soothe her. During the hospital stay, Mrs. P was very attentive to the baby’s needs. As the nurses rounded, they would always find Mrs. P having some interaction with the baby.

Borderline Case

Borderline cases are “those examples or instances that contain most of the defining attributes of the concept being examined but not all of them” (p.164) [3]. The borderline case presented here is of Mrs. A, who is a 38 years old pregnant with her first child. Mrs. A had been having some headaches and occasional dizziness the past couple of weeks but has contributed to things being stressful at work. Today Mrs. A presented to her obstetrical/gynecologist for her routine 30-week appointment. At the doctor’s office, her blood pressure showed high values, even with three different readings, and she informed the doctor of her symptoms for the past few weeks. The doctor sent Mrs. A to the hospital for admission to labor and delivery for further testing/monitoring. Upon admission, all findings show preeclampsia. Mrs. A is started on magnesium sulfate intravenously. Mrs. A soon delivers a baby boy. Mrs. A is able to briefly see her and hold her infant before he is transferred to the neonatal intensive care unit. While Mrs. A remains in labor and delivery on magnesium sulfate, she can call the nurses calling for her baby to get an update. This case shows some attributes but not all. For example, Mrs. A was not able to have extensive skin to skin time with her baby at the time of birth.

Contrary Case

According to Walker and Avant [3], a contrary case is an example that does not represent the concept and contains any of the defining attributes. Ms. R is a 31-year-old female presents to the emergency room complaining of severe abdominal and back pain. She has an adverse medical history and denies being pregnant, but is unable to recall last menstrual cycle. Hcg test confirms pregnancy. Ms. R was taken to radiology for an ultrasound to determine the weeks of the fetus. The ultrasound confirms she is 36/4 weeks. She is transferred to labor and delivered to continue monitoring. She delivers a baby girl the next day. The patient does not want the infant on her chest and refuses to hold her newborn. The patient refused to have the infant to be in the room with her. The infant transferred to neonatal intensive care unit for boarding. Further discussion with the mom, she expresses her desire for the infant to be placed for adoption. Notifications to Child protective services were made for an adoptive plan to be put in place.

In this contrary case, it is clear that none of the defining attributes are present. Contrary cases, however, can be very useful in the
Empirical Referents

Empirical referents are described as “the means by which you can recognize or measure the defining characteristics or attributes” (p. 168) [3]. Empirical referents are not tools to measure the concept. The empirical referents identified for the concept of maternal-newborn bonding are affectionate acts including hugging, kissing, skin-to-skin contact, and breastfeeding. A mother-to-infant bonding scale was designed to assess the mother’s feelings towards her new baby. The scale consisted of 8 questions, and the mother should take it during the first three days after she delivers the baby [25].

Impact on Advanced Nursing Practice

The concept of maternal-newborn bonding has an impact on present day advanced nursing practice. The APN plays a key role in promoting a positive maternal-newborn bond. The APN knows that bonding improves the newborn’s physiological state and maternal emotional state. One technique the APN should use to promote bonding is kangaroo care and skin to skin immediately after birth through newborn phase. A study was conducted to determine the effects of kangaroo care on the infant and mother. Kangaroo care was shown to stabilize infant breathing, improve maternal-infant attachment, and reduce maternal stress [26]. Kangaroo care is an inexpensive, easy task, which can potentially prevent prolonged hospital stay and decrease medical care costs.

In addition to kangaroo care and skin to skin, the APN is also responsible for promoting breastfeeding. A breastfeeding mother provides the infant with basic needs of eating, but also helps promote a strong emotional maternal-newborn bond. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics [27], breastfeeding decreases infant risk of developing many common illnesses and childhood obesity, as well as decreasing maternal postpartum bleeding and risk for developing certain cancers later in life. The health benefits of breastfeeding could ultimately reduce the number of medical visits, lower healthcare costs, and improve the health of society as a whole.

The APN is responsible for promoting improved maternal-newborn bonding practices but also recognizing an impaired bond. An impaired bond requires a plan of action developed by the APN and family to make improvements. According to Wan et al. [28], visualization after the birth of the infant impacted bonding and showed parental responsiveness or lack of emotional closeness with the infant. An APN working with a family directly after birth has the opportunity to observe signs of impaired bonding and begin assistance in promoting a positive bond. The APN must understand that “consistent attachments are crucial for the formation of close bonds to the infant” (p. 932) [29].

The development of a child is particularly important to an APN working in the pediatric specialty. The maternal-newborn bond plays a key role in a child’s development, and the APN must be aware of the impact it could potentially have on the child. According to Spratt et al. [1] during the early phase of childhood, brain development was shown to be susceptible to environmental influences and nurturing care. Another study conducted by Dubber, Reck, Muller, and Gawlik [30], showed a link between emotional disorders in childhood and impaired maternal bonding. The research provides the APN with a background of potential causes of brain and emotional development about impaired maternal-newborn bonding.

The concept of maternal-newborn bonding is of extreme importance to the APN working in a maternal, newborn, or pediatric setting. The APN is responsible for providing care to the family and promoting improved health practices. An APN must be able to recognize positive or impaired bonding between a mother and child and create a plan of care, absent of judgment, to improve the family dynamic. Kinsey, Baptiste-Roberts, Zhu, and Kjerulff [31], described that everyday life stressors had an impact on bonding and the clinicians, including APNs, have a responsibility to provide support. Similarly, Zanardo et al. [32] instructed that clinicians must be aware of life stressors in the peripartum period that could influence the maternal-newborn bond, and be prepared to provide interventions to improve health for the entire family. The APN should continue to work with the family as one unit and follow-up to ensure the improved health of all members.

Impact on Nursing Research

The concept of maternal-newborn bonding plays a role in present and future nursing research. A thorough literature review was conducted and the information gathered was useful for healthcare workers that are in contact with the maternal-newborn demographic. An abundance of information showed the effect of active or impaired bonding on children and mothers throughout the lifespan. Despite the vast amount of research conducted related to the maternal-newborn bonding concept, further research could prove useful when caring for these patients.

Nursing research is lacking in certain areas pertaining to the maternal-newborn bonding concept. Further research explaining the influence of an impaired maternal-newborn bond and risk of child abuse or neglect would be beneficial. Current research lacked in providing a clear understanding of the potential risk for abuse or neglect. Dubber et al. [30] concluded that a negative maternal-newborn bond had a significant impact on maternal depression and emotional health. Maternal depression or alteration in emotional health correlates in some cases with child abuse or neglect. A conclusion could be that a negative maternal-newborn bond could increase the risk for child abuse or neglect. In the healthcare field, future studies could provide useful information in determining children at risk for abuse and neglect and earlier interventions to be made to prevent the behavior.

Another impact the maternal-newborn bonding concept made on nursing research involved the discovery of inconsistency among research methods. Kinsey et al. [31] described the need for nursing researchers to develop a way for bonding to be measured. Throughout the research, there was shown to be different methods of bonding measurement used to determine the impact on mother and child including maternal questionnaires, physiological data, and behavioral status of the mother and child. A global measurement tool that can be utilized by researchers and clinicians would be beneficial to determine bonding quality and need for medical or psychological interventions if necessary.

Concept Model

The maternal-newborn bonding concept model in Figure 1 depicts the effects a strong bond has on the mother-child relationship. As the mother and child connect to one another, the bond between them...
The bond in this concept model is represented as a heart to illustrate that the bond between mother and child involves emotion and caring. During the development of the bond, the mother and child individually show systemic stabilization. Once a maternal-newborn bond is made, four significant consequences occur. The results include trust, love, protection and prolonged breastfeeding. The consequences of the strong bond encompass the mother and infant. The arrow from the bond to the consequences, illustrate how the bond between mother and infant influences the level of trust, love, protection and prolonged breastfeeding. Similarly, the arrow from the consequences to the bond, show that level of trust, love, protection and prolonged breastfeeding impact the strength of the maternal-newborn bond. The maternal-newborn bonding concept model provides a pictorial description of the importance of a strong bond and the impact on many aspects of the mother and child's lives.
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